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ABSTRACT

Eskimo Ethnic IdentitY:

A Synthesis of Problems and Approaches

by

Edwin 0. Anderson

Anthropological researchers continue to encounter the

problems associated v¡ith the meaning and identification of

ethnic units in the societies they study. Although there is

littte written that expticitly treats ethnicity constructs

among Eskimo of, for that matter, native peoples in general,

I contend that the validity of defining ethnic groups remains

a criticat focal point for socio-cultural studies. Through

a synthesis of the ethnic identity pehnomena among certain

central canadian Eskimo, attention is directed toward the

definition of meaningfut ethníc groups or units ' both

traditionatly and in the contemporary setting. Further'

consideration is given to the analysis of these ethnic units

and suggestions are presented fon research aimed at elucidat-

ing the problems involved in the study of Eskimo ethnicity '

Thesepointsmaybeappticab}etoethnicgroupsinother

areas as well.

Recent examinations of the Euroamerican and Euro-

canadian impact on ethnic setf-perception among indigenous

groups in North America indicate the emergence of a changing
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Eskimos are a veny distinct people.
They have an easily recognized Physical type,
they speak a language spoken by nobody else, and
they have evofved their own special way of life,
differ^ent from that of any other people, enabling
them to live and be h-ppy under^ the most extreme
conditions (Rowley 1964: L2).

The Problem of Ethnicity

Briefly, ethnic identity is used in this thesis to

refer to ascribed membership in a group. Members share a

set of signs, signals and values by which they distinguish

themselves from other groups. Generally an ethnic group 
2

to be recognizabl-e, must be viewed in contrast to other

gnoups (Barth 1969; McFeat 1970). This interpretation of

the concept of ethnic identity and its related terms wil-t

be el-aborated in the concluding chapter.

This thesis has been initiated to examine concepts

relating to ethnic identity and to el-ucidate the identi-

fication of ethnic units among Eskimo, in particular those

in a portion of the Centnal Canadian Ar"ctic. Comprehensive

infonmation as to the nature and identity of Canadian
'l

Indian' groups in terms of ethnic units is inconclusive at

the present time (SÌobodin 1970: .-2).
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simplistic statements, such as the one attributed to

Rowley (above, p. 1), are prime contributors to the enigmatic

environment surrounding ethnic identity. Edwand T. HaII, in

his work on proxemics, asserts that there are both physical

and non-physical boundaries for every living thing. The

l-atter make up what he refers to as territory and, though

harden to delimit, are equally as neal. It is argued that

in man the concept of teruitoniality between cultures

becomes highly elaborated and greatly differentiated (HalI

1959: 146). The implications from such arguments have been

extended, in many instances, to include the ethnic gnoups

which may comprise the various cultures as well-. Implicit

in Hall-ts statement on boundaries is the notion of frontiers

natural, social or cultural demarcating one group from

another. It is unlikely that ethnic boundaries alîe' in

fact, that easily discernibl-e. Further, the problem is

intensified through attempts to establish meaningful

research units in areaS of contj guous habitation which l-ack

ecological or state-like divisions (Moerman 1965: l-215) "

Only in a limited number of instances are \de presented with

anything closely approximating an isolate in any sense of

the term.

Among the Kachin of Hightand Burma, E. R. Leach

contends that lacking natural- frontiers 2 we may find, in

fact, a greater l_ikelihood of interaction between groups

(1954: 17). Further, he proposes that such relations can

impJ-y an under'1.ying social- structure expressed in cultural
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symbols, the boundaries of which do not necessarily coincide

(Leach I954: l7). Unden such circumstances, Leach finds the

conventional ethnographic interpretations of a culture and

a tribe inadequate (Leach 1954: 2Bl.) " Analogous with Leachts

comments on the Kachin is my position regarding the Eskimo

in the North American Ar.ctic.

Boas proposed the concept of a basÍc

pattern in his ear"Iy work in the Central and

Canadian Arctic. He postulated:

. that vre find now a greater unity
cuftur"e from Alaska to North Greenland
detailed fonm of utensils as well- as in
beliefs and certain pants of mythology
s64).

Eskimo cultural-

Eastern

of Eskimo
in the
customs,

(Boas 1907:

The minor degrees of difference noticeable were credited to

an infl-uence of the environment on the mate:rial and

intell-ectual- cultures of the various Eskimo groups (Boas

l-907: 356-57) . Vlhil-e a certain consistency of cultunal

elements pnompted Kroeber to designate an Arctic culture

area (1939: 20-27), Eskimo culture has been conceptualized

as a senies of var"iations on a major theme, which develop

primar"ity around subsistence patterns and segregate into

regional systems (Spencer and Jennings, et aI. l-965: L22)"

For the most part, the variations rel-ate to the two main

orientations in Eskiino subsistence: sea mammaf and caribou

hunting, although this dichotorny is not ::igidl-y adher"ed to

at al-l- times. Tr"ade networks , such as the one between

coastal and inland peoples (see Spencer and Jennings, et al-.

l-965: 132-37), provide a means for exchanging vital products
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between ecological zones, 'chus helping to netain the basic

homogeneity suggested for Eskimo cufture. The complexity of

the Eskimo system is summarized by Laughl-in as a Succession

of tt . ever more inclusive units ranging from smal-l

village demes to the J-angest popuì-ation unit which incl-udes

all Eskimol' (Laughlin 1970: 5). Some curuent nesearch among

Eskimo groups in the Central Canadian Arctic and Alaska may

shed additional light on the validity of consider"ing Eskimo

society a single framework (f. C. Correll-, personal

communications : 1968-70) "

Ethnographic examples of the regional Eskimo groups

found in the Canadian Arctic incl-ude the Mackenzie, Copper,

Canibou, Netsilik, Iglulik3 and Labonador Eskimo. Jenness

has suggested that, except for l-imited instances where the

region has been named after a peculian feature of the

inhabitants, the designations reflect geographic areas

(1932: 123). On this basis the boundaries for Eskimo

regional systems are somewhat tenuousl however, Goffman has

defined a region '1 . as any pJ-ace that is bounded to

some degree by baruiers to perception" (1959: 106). At

this point it is premature to speculate whether geographic,

cul-tural- or some combination of these and other phenomena

constitute barriers to Eskimo perception, thus enabling the

establishment of ethnic identity units.

Two basic assumptions are inherent in the acceptance

of an underJ-ying cul-tural- theme among Eskimo populations as

put fonth above. First, that the basic homogeneity extends
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to all Eskimo groups and, second, that vaniations ane

identifiable through some system of boundany markers. It

is the l-atter, the definition of units and their applicability

to anthropological r.esearch, which has become increasingly

difficutt to ascertain.

The need for more accurately delimiting study units,

such as ethnic groups, and relationships to other units is

a wel-l acceptecl fact. Continued .attempts are being made in

the social sciences to create vanious taxonomies which will

provide a framework for the study of man in part or in total- "

This afone makes the problems of ethnic identity and potential

boundany mechanisms worth investigating. Conversely, it is

equally ímpontant to consider that taxonomic units defined

bv concepts of ethnicity may have l-imited value as a designaton

of research units. Additional implications can be directed

toward biological and linguistic unit constructs as well, but

wil-l- not be dealt wittr in this thesis " The concfusions to be

drawn from such considerations may assist those involved

with Eskimo socio-cultural research in producing studies which

lead to an increased understanding of the Eskimo, past and

present.

The llethod of Analysis

By necessity, much of the materiaÌ presented in this

thesis must remain problematic. Thene is little that has

been written which deals explicitly with ethnic identity and

boundary marker. mechanisms among the Eskimo4. T suggest
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that most cument considerations of ethnic identity have not

pr.ovided an adequate solution to questions concerning the

value or tenability of applying artificiat boundaries in

empirical situations.
,Ihree basic avenues of investigation are used here

to examine the problem. First, the literature is reviewed

to synthe size more concisety the problems inherent in

defining Eskimo ethnic constructs. specificalty, ethnic

identity is examined in tight of the miut group and the

regional system, their relevance to Eskimo populations in

the ethnographic present and ul-timately the appfications

to contemporary Arctic studies. In addition, the impact

of Western society on Eskimo self-identification lethnic

identityl has been considened. Further exploration of the

relationship between native gnoups and intr"uding social-

systems provides up-to-date considerations of potential

changes in concepts of ethnicity. Second, this thesis

includes an analysis of ethnic identity in conjunction with

the position taken by Barth (1969) and elaborated by McFeat

(f 970) " The Eskimo data wil-l- be examined within this frame-

work. Third and finalty, I have incl-uded suggested avenues

for approaching the problems of ethnic identity which are

pertinent to socio-cul-tural ::esearch. Because of the

general scope inherent in this study cf Eskimo ethnic

identity, it is difficult to confine these efforts within

the framework of a singte theoretical- approach. The appli-

cation of a more ectectic perspective is indicated by the
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complexity of the problem.

while this thesis is directed toward a synthesis of

ethnic identity appficable to Eskimo popuì-ations in general,

the lglulik Eskimo have been selected for a more detailed

descniption. Although the Iglulik data is not complete in

atl- areas included in this study of ethnic identity, this

group witl- be refenred to in terms of Some of the problems

examined. Further, and most important for this thesis, the

Iglulik Eskimo provide the reader with a specific example

of a Central- Canadian Arctic Eskimo grouP Iaboriginal,

historic and contemporaryl enhancing the understanding of

the setting in which ethnic identity problems in the study

of Eskirno groups have arisen.

The sel-ection of the Tglulik Eskimo gnoup for ex-

panded discussion is based both on the diachronic continuity

avaii-able in the liter"ature and my familiarity with the

people themsefves. Personal observations and examples

concerning community structure and individuals were taken

from notes compiled duning two field trips to Igloolik and

Hal_I Beach, Northwest Temitories in February, l-969 and

July-septemben, 1969. Personaf communications fnom several

residents of the area have enabled me to supplement my

field notes with some cu:::rent information through the early

part of 197I. The dynamics of these two communities pre-

supposes additional- changes which wilt not be considered

in this thesis.
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The Igtulik Eskimo regional system has been well

documented by eanly explorers ( Lyon IB24; Paruy LBz+ ) and

several members of the Fifth ThuIe Expedition, L92I-2+

(Birket-Smith t92B; Mathiassen 1928; Rasmussen I929). In

addition, the correlation between the contemporary populations

ín the area and the earlier Dorset and Thule Cul-tures has

been estabtished through the efforts of several ancheofogical

scholars (Mathiassen L921; Rowley l-940; Collins 1956;

Meldgaard 1960; Taylor 1963 e 1966, 1968).

More recently the Iglulik Eskimo, along with severaf

neighboring groups, have been the subject of extensive

socio-culturaf study by David Damas (1963, 1966, 196Ba, I96Bb'

1969a, 1969b, 1970). Other Centra] Canadian Anctic groups

are currently subject to both tinguistic and cultural

research developing an ethnographic base which provides an

adequate, atthough not complete, framework within which to

examine pr.oblems of ethnicity and the potential- effects of

contact and change. Further coruoboration is supplied from

selected literature pertaining to othen North American

Eskimo groups and Sub-Arctic Indians as well as minonity

popuì-ations in S. E" Asia.



CHAPTER II
,IHE IGLULIK ESKIMO: ECOLOGY AND ETHNOGRAPHY

While there are numerous Eskimo groups in the

Canadian Arctic, the Iglulik Eskimo aÌ.e pnesented here as

one example vrithin which the problems of ethnicity may be

considered. The ecological factons invol-ved in thein specific

adaptation to a norther.n area and the ethnographic data

pnovide a basis from which to under.take an investigation of

both the aboriginal and contemponalry concepts of ethnic

identity" Although the lack of explicit data negarding the

Iglulik Eskimo pnevents the fullest util-ization of this

background material, I maintain that such basic information

is pertinent to our understanding of ethnicity development

as seen ín a particul-ar arctic sector.

Ecology

The topognaphic envinonment of the region primarily

inhabited by the Iglulik Eskiino al-ternates from tundra

vegetation to gnavel and exposed rock [mainly limestone]

(Mathiassen 1933: 24-85; Damas I969a: +2)" According to

recent- geograpl-rical studies of the northern Foxe Basin areat

approximately thirty physiographic divisions can be identified,

none of which have any mar"ked significance for the overall

ecology of the region (Anders 1965: 5-15; Crowe f970: l-) .
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Mathiassen has designated a major portion of the entire region

a tt . typicat Baruen Grounds l-and't (1928: 6). In general ,

much of the land portion of the region is glaciated plateau

ranging in height between 500 and l-,500 feet above sea-level"

Few of the numerous islands in the area average over severaf

hundred feet in elevation (Mathiassen I933: 24-85; Anders

1965: 5; Crowe 1970: l-). It is not until the northenn part

of Baffin Island that the higher. plateau land is encountered

which fall-s off sharply toward the coast line forming a

series of fjords and valleys (Mathiassen 1928: B).

A prominent physical characteristic of the soil in

this region, as well as othen parts of the Arctic, is the

presence of permafr.ost (Thompson 1968: 266-67; Wil-tiam Pruitt,

personal communication: 1969)" Permafnost is an area of

substnatum that has remained bel-ow freezíng for two or more

years. This permafrost ranges in depth from several inches uP

to approximately 1r500 feet. The active top layer is subject

to alternating freezing and thawing each year. This char-

acteristic of Arctic terrain makes summer land travel diffi-

cult, contributes to the accumulation of surface water as

proper drainage is not possible and hinders the development

of fertil-e soil-. Coupled with the short growing season)

permafrost has contributed significantly to reducing the

numben of plant species capable of surviving in Arctic regions

For approximately seven months of each year" the sea

area of the IgIuJ-ik Eskimo negion is frozen over. The land-
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fast ice, reaching its maximum sometime around Ìate April or

earì-y May, provides a convenient avenue for travel as well
as an easy access to the walrus and seal which abound at the

f l-oe edge some 10 to 14 miles of f shone (Anders 19 6 5 : 22 ;

Crowe 1970: 2). fn gene:ra} , the breakup of ice in the

northenn reaches of Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin has been

completed by mid-July; however, there have been instances

where the density of the ice pack has prevented navigation

thnoughout most of the suinmer (Larnder l-968: 335). At

f gloolik, for example, the Hudsont s Bay Company !,ras unable

to receive their necessary supply shipments for several years

during the early lg40ts due to unusuall-y heavy pack-ice
(Damas 1963: 26; Cnowe 1970: 2) " The formation period for
sea ice during the late fal-l months is cruciaf for ease of
-br.avef by dog teame snor.^/mobil-e and bombar.dier, as well as

for. the building of an ice nunway fon receiving scheduled

air transpontation " According to informants, heavy winds

caused considerable shifting of the pack-ice duning the

winten of 1967-68 which gneatly hampered the various modes

of transportation.

The climatological aspects of the region are basicatJ-y

uniform throughout most of the area. The climate has been

descnibed, for the most part, as Anctic continental_ with
long cold winters, short sulnmers, l-.ittIe precipitation and

a r"el-atively high hunidity. Winds of gale force alre unconì.mon,

but there are few peniods of complete cal-m. The winter
temperatures average between -20oF and -32oF duning Februany,
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the col-dest month. July is considered the warmest period

and averages between 42o F and 49" F (l'fathiassen 1928: 9-I0;

Anders 1965: tB; Damas l-969a: +2). The l-ower sum.mer

tempenatures ane maintained to a great degree by the late

ice breakup. This factor, in addition to retarding spring

warm-up, keeps winds coof and contributes to the development

of fog which frequently appeal?s in much of the negion

(Thompson 1968: 267) " I woul-d like to point out that during

l-ate Jul-y, 1969, while in HalI Beach: âñ unofficiaÌ record

of 72" F was reached which indicates, contrary to general

opinion, some extremely pleasant weather may be enjoyed north

of the Arctic Circle " In total, the effects of this rather

rigo:rous climate are manifest in almost al-t of the remaining

environmental- sub-systems, thus becoming one of the more

important features of the Arctic.

Arctic flor"a in this region is abundant, but limited

to a smal-l variety of species. The denseness and variation

correlate directly with the soil conditions and temperature

for various pants of the :region. Growing areas range from

well drained gnavel ridges to heavily saturated meadow-like

areas with a rather constant waten seepage throughout most

of the growing season (Anders 1965: 3I) .

There are mosses e lichens, sedges, grasses, dwanf

will-ows and a scattering of flowering plants (Anders 1965:

30-31). One signíficant aspect is the absence of trees

(Robinson l96B: 233). Penhaps the most important infl-uence

of this treelessness is the adoption of other organic
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materiafs such as bone for the ¡nanufactune of material goods "

The timited number of floral- species has nesul-ted in }ittle

exploitation of this portion of the eco-system by the Eskimo"

Some berries are picked in season and the wil-l-ow, when avail--

abl-e, mâV be used for fuel or in the construction of sleeping

mats. 'Ihe greatest contribution of the f l-ora in this

environment is credited to its rofe in the distnibution of

game, most impor"tantly the caribou (Damas 1969a: +2).

Among the mor"e important fauna in the fgÌuì-ik :region

are caribou, ning seal, bea:rded seal, walrus, narwhal and the

beluga or white whale. There are afso varying quantities of

polar bea:r, arctic wol-f , hare, fox and J-emmings" Historically

the musk ox provided some hunting potential, but mainl-y in

the ldager Bay region inhabited by the Aivilingmiut (Lyon

LBZ+: 341-; Boas lBBB: 449, 1907: 357; Mathiassen 1928: l2-14 ;

Damas l-969a: 45). 0n1y a few species of birds [gulls,

ptarmigan, ducks e geese and toonl and fish Itom cod, grayling

and arctic charl are found j neither have played an important

role in the subsistence patterns of the fglulik Eskimo

(Mathiassen 1928: 13-14; Anders 1965: 43 and 46) "

The major subsistence orientation for the Iglulik

Eskimo has been sea mammal hunting. Robinson comments:

For the Eskimo, the waters of the Bay [referring to
Hudson Bay and the adjacent Foxe Basin: my notel,
incJ-uding its variable ice cover and animal resources,
are more important in some regions than are the land
areas (l-gOg: 234).

The canibou, while they do contribute to the overafl- food

supply, are considered secondary in their subsistence val-ue
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by the lglulik Eskimo. However, it is important to note

that in addition to supplying extra meat and hides for

clothing the contents of caribou stomachs wene util-ized as a

means of providing vegetable material in an otherwise heavy

protein diet.

Ethnography

The Iglulik Eskimo comprise a regional system

occupying portions of Melvitfe Peninsula, Iglootik Island

and northern Baffin Isfand where today ane found the govern-

ment supported villages of Igloolik, HalI Beach, Pond TnJ-et,

Anctic Bay and Repulse Bay (Crowe 1970: 22). The l-iterature

pertaining to the Iglulik peoples has its earliest beginnings

in the reports of several Arctic exploratory parties that

entered this negion during the l-ate eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries. The jounnals kept by these explorers

provide us with some of the first information on the Nonth,

the aboriginal inhabitants and their culture.

Some of the first contacts with members of the

Iglulik group occurred in the Repulse Bay region. Captain

Middleton is acknowledged to have made the initial reconded

encounter with the Eskimo around iVager Bay as he explored

Roes Welcome in :-742 (Mathiassen 1928: 4, 1933: 3; Manning

l-94 3: l-01) . Thomas Button, in 1613, made the f irst actual

exploration of the more southern limits of the Iglulik

Eskimo r"egion (Andens 1965: 52); however, there is no

indication that he actual-l-y contacted any of the natives
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inhabiting the area. Other early explorers , J. Rae and

C" F. HaÌl, also spent time exploring the territory populated

by fglulik Eskimo " Unfortunatel-y their contributions have

not extended, to any major degree, our knowÌedge of the

aboriginal inhabitants they may have encountered. John Ross

and his expedition were among the earliest explorers of the

Pond Inlet region focated on the northwestern tip of Baffin

Island, investigating that area in l-BlB (Mathiassen 1928: 5,

1933: 3).

Caotain W. E. Parry is considered the first to reach

and make "o.,t-"t with the Eskimo at lgloolik Island in north-

elln Foxe Basin. 0n a second voyage in search of a Northwest

Passage in L82L-23, he spent the winter of IB22 anchored in

Turton Bay along the southern coast of the island (Lyon l-824:

277; Parry 1824: 353). It is possible that some members of

this panticul-ar sub-cul-ture, the IgJ-ulingmiutS, met traders

before Parr"yr s explonation " FIuCson I s Bay Company ships l^/ere

operating in the ar"ea of Cape Full-erton before Parr"yrs voyage

(Manning ]943: 101), and while ]ittle was known of the

Eskimo north of this point at that time, contact and trade

between the Iglutingmiut and the more southern Aivilingmiut

coutd have accounted for the metal objects that Parry found

upon his arrival (Parry lB24: 504)"

The archeological evidence for cul-tural continuity

in the fglulik region is impressive. Jens Munk Island

provides a sequence that dates back approximately 4,000 years

from the contemporary Iglulik Eskimo (Meldgaand 1960: 73;
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Taylor I96B: t)" The oldest site, located on Igloolik Island,

belongs to the Sarqaq or pre-Dorset inhabitants of the area

(Anders 1965: 47).

A suggested series of cultures, each seeming to

focus on the northwest regions of Foxe Basin with an orientation

toward sea mammals (Crowe 1970: I3), is credited with giving

rise to the present Eskimo population as it is found today

throughout much of the Central Canadian Arctic. Included in

these cuftures are: Sarqaq - 1,800 B.C. to 800 8.C., Dorset

* 800 B"C. to l-,300 A.D. and Thul-e - 1,300 A.D. to I,700 A.D.

(Meldgaard 1960: 64-75; Damas 1963: 1B). Dispersion of the

population may have taken pì-ace in an increasing proportion

as each successive culture came into being.

The fourth culture, the contemporary Eskimo, nemained

virtually unchanged until the more recent infl-uences of

\nJestern society. f t is difficul-t to measure the line of

demarcation between Thule Eskimo and the pnesent day popula-

tions, although it is most often distinguished by the dis-

appearance of large scale whating and the shift to other sea

mammals as the base for subsistence (Anders 1965: 47). More

necently the empìrasis has been directed toward settl-ement

into permanent villages and a gradual- reor"ientation of the

economic system from hunting to one which includes varying

amounts of wage employment "

David Damas has devoted considerable effort in the

past felv years to the study of social- structure and kinship

systems among several of the Central Arctic groups, specifi-
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cal1y the Iglulik, Irletsilil< and Copper Eskimo. One pnoduct

of his research, in combination with earlier ethnographic

and historical accounts, has been an ethnohistorically

oriented framework fon analyzing patterns and changes in

these particular Eskimo regional systems (Damas 1963: I9-31,

l-966: 115-19, Ì968a: 141-72, 1969a, 1969b).

This ethnohistoric framework follows a series of

stages <ìepicting, for the most part, the economic and social

l-ife of a particul-ar period, the various infl-uences that may

have been operative during these periods and the resulting

changes " The temporal sequence suggested as a basis includes

aboriginal-, transitional, contact-tnaditional and central--

ízeð. periods ( Damas I9 6 Ba: t4l ) 
6 . Damas rs scheme has been

util- ized. in presenting this ethnographic view of the Iglulik

Eskimo.

Aboriginal Ethnographic Period

The aboniginaÌ or earfiest peniod in IgluJ-ik Eskimo

history is defined as one " " in which contact witfr

whites was nestricted mainly to explor:atory parties" (Damas

l-968a: 142) " During this period technology' economy, ideology

and social- organization showed l-ittl-e signs of change (Damas

l-966: I]5). It remained, for the most part, the product

which had evolved out of the preceding Thul-e cul-tune during

the latter part of the eighteenth century. At that time ' the

more drastic changes resulted fnom the decreased emphasis on

whale hunting, especialJ-y a virtual end to the larger bal-een
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whal-e (Taytor 1968: 14). The accompanying shift in sub-

sistence base is thought to have contributed to the abandon-

ment of the J-arger, permanent villages and brought about the

advent of a more nomadic \^Iay of tife. Characteristic of this

shift in settl-ement pattern \^Ias the SnoI,^7 house or iglu located

on the sea ice as the primary housetype during the winte:r"

Additional contributions to the evolution from the Thule

culture were received through the introduction of some

European goods and ideas by the whal-ers who had begun opera-

tions in this area by the early IB00's (Taytor 1968:14).

Settlement pattenns of the aboriginal Iglulik Eskimo

remained closely rel-ated to seasonal cycles. The most cofirmon,

and the largest, grouping was the winter seal- hunting villages

comprised of appr:oximateJ-y 100 people who banded together for

a period of three to four months (Helm and Damas 1963: 1I) .

The major activity of these winter camps invol-ved mauliqtaq

Ibneathing-ho]e1 sealing. During the spring and summen months

the Eskimo disbanded into small-er hunting camps ranging in

size from 5 to 50 individual-s. These camps were usuall-y

engaged in uuttuq Ibasking] seating, wafrus and caribou

hunting and some fishing (Mathiassen 1928: 23-36; Damas I963:

f9 , 19 6Ba: 146 , 19 69b : 117-19 ) .

The smal-lest unit detected among the Iglulik Eskimo

was the family. It is implied that reference was made to the

nucl-ear f amiJ-y, but there is evidence to suggest a greater

importance may have been given over to the extended family

(Nourse lB79 ; I2B; Low 1906 : L421 Damas l-968a: l-46) . These
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smaller segments in the overal-l- social organization incl-uded

the parents and both single and marr:ied offspring, and may

have functioned as the minimal economic unit. The lrange of

kinship and quasi-kinship structures discussed by Damas

(1963: 34-57) indicates, however, the wise range of nel-ation-

ships avail-able within Eskimo populations. Such wide spread

ties may have modified or greatty reduced the perception of

formalized boundaries between populations that have been

ethnographically designated separate entities. 0n the basis

of extensive geneological- work Damas has suggested that the

fglulik Eskimo comprise " . a rel-atively continuous kin-

ship network " 't (tg0ga: f54).

The oldest male was nor:ma1ly referued to as the

isumataq (Damas t96Ba: l-46)" Mathiassen reported that this

honor was extended, oil the band l-evel , to the most'rinflu-

ential" mal-e residing in a particular group (Mathiassen 1928:

209) " The degr"ee of influence I¡Ias measured in skills for

hunting and guidance, not necessar.ily in any terms of materia}

wealth. Members of the band or family were not obligated to

fol-l-ow directions from the isumataq, but looked to such

speciatists for advice based upon pnevious experiences and

successes. Damas (l-968a: lf5) points out that the concept

of the isumataq may have reduced the need for sharing part-

nerships such as those found in other parts of the Arctic,

particularly among the North Ataskan Eskimo ( see Spencer

1959; Spencer and Jennings, et al " 1965: 132-37) . fn the

case of Central- Arctic groups such as the Iglulik Eskimo,
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the distribution of food was normally carried out along the

lines of the extended family following the suggestions of

the isumataq.

Under the abor:iginal social- structure, kinship

reticula formed the basis fon most ties existing between

Iglulik Eskimo. Such networks extended from any one of the

three miut groups lAivitingmi.ut, Ig1u]ingmiut or Tununermiutl

to eithen or both of the remaining ones. These networks were

considered among the chief integrating mechanisms for the

negíon along with such extra-kin rel-ationships as spouse

exchange, danci.g, joking and naming (Mathiassen 192B: ZLl-3

Damas 1963, 1968a: l-47-48, 1968b: 1l-2).

Several other social practices are worthy of funther

mention. Chitd bethrotha] was conducted as a means of

assuring a mate for the young mafe of the family and with a

view toward future domestic help (Mathiassen 1928: 2l-0).

This type of marriage planning has al-so been hypothes ized as

a means of offsetting a sex imbal-ance that woul-d result from

the pnactice of female infanticide (Batikci I967: 623); how-

ever, this may have had littte function among the Iglulik

Eskimo as there seems to be little or no evidence of infant-

icide despite a high infant mortality (Damas 196Ba: 148).

Adoption appears to have been fairly widespread throughout

the Tgtulik Eskimo. 0f the several motives associated with

this pnactice, the two mos.t commonly referred to are

distribution of sex within the group and assurance of assist-

ance in ol-d age (Pamy l825: 531-; Damas l-968a: 14B, 1969a: 53) .
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The materia] culture of the Iglulik Eskimo constitutes

a variety of el-ements geared to the adaptation to an Arctic

environment. fncluded in a basic inventory are skin tents,

kayaks, dog sledges, stone lamps for heat and light, stone

cooking pots, harpoons and fish spears of bone and ivory,

the bow and arrow and tail-oned skin clothing made from both

seal- and caribou hides. A detailed descniption and discussion

of the material- culture of the Iglutik Eskimo can be found in

Mathiassen (1928).

Rasmussen expresses the retigious philosoPhy of the

Iglu1ik Eskimo thr"ough a quote, evidently taken from one of

his informants : tt\.n]e do not bel-ieve, w€ fea:1" ( 1929 : 54 ) .

I,Vhile caution should be used in accepting this interpretation

due to possible error in translation, there is some substan-

tiation for the fear aspect exhibited in the neliance of

IgtuÌik Eskimo on both shamans and personal amulets to ward

off evil spii:its and cope with the unknown or supernaturaf "

The shaman provided a means of communication with supen-

natural forces, while the amulet l-ent additional protection

from evil spirits on an individual basis (Rasmussen 1929:

Chapter 5 and 6) 
"

The view of the supernaturaf, deities and taboos as

rufes of tife and conduct are, for the most pant, related to

Some aspect of their envinonment, most commonly the animals

upon which the Ïglulik Eskimo depend fon food. Among the

hunting taboos, those related to the caribou seem to be the

most numerous and complicated. Special emphasis is directed
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toward the separation of sea and l-and mammal hunting

(Rasmussen 1929: tB3-95). Subsistence based religious

practices have been suggested for hunting and gathering

people in other areas as wel-l- (see for example Moor:e 1969) "

This, in most general terms, descnibes the Iglulik

Eskimo as they r,vere before the stnong influence of \,rlestern

society began to dominate their life-way through more con-

sistant contact. This domination wilI br"ing about the

changes which become incneasingly visable through time.

Traditional Ethnographic Period

The tr"aditional period for the Iglulik Eskimo has

been charactenized by the increased importance of whal-ers

and traders " Damas suggests that its beginning may be tnaced

back as early as the establishment of Fort Prince of Wales

near what i" now Churchill, Manitoba, in 1718 (1968a: 156).

Sevenal trading vessels operated out of this por:t and

provided most of the goods that were bartered with the

indigenous populations until the Hudsonrs Bay Company began

to enect local trading posts in the early 1900rs"

i{hating activity in the Hudson Bay region became

important in the mid-l800's (Boas IBBB: 466) and l-asted

until approximately I9I0. Among the more important effects

which the whalers had on the aboriginal populations were

the diseases which they transmitted (Boas IBBB: 426), and

the incneased mobility and rel-ocation anising from the

practice of hiring various l-ocal- Eskimo to work for them.
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This latter influence disrupted the normal seasonal- cycle

and, in one case) resul-ted in permanent relocation of a group

of Aivilingmiut who \.{ere moved to Southampton Island to

replace an extinct native population (Damas l-968a: t57).

The desire to trade for the matenial goods of the

whiteman contributed to intensified contact between regional

groups as well- as the various miut designations within the

Iglulik Eskimo themsel-ves. Some of the more desired trade

goods included íron, r"ifles, ammunition, tea, flour and

tobacco" To obtain these items, the Eskimo gave up consider-

able amounts of fur. Whal-e boats, obtained from the early

whal-ers in the region, also played a significant rofe in

incneasing the range of sea mammaf hunting (Mathiassen 192B:

e6) 
"

Among the items of aboriginal culture, Eskimo art

styles have been noted for their marked change during this

per.iod. Art, as a traditional means of expression, became

or iented toward an additional avenue for trade. The chief

source of sales became the whaler and, in their desire to

pJ-ease lperhaps equally important was their" desire to trade],

the Eskimo began to carve things suggested by the whiteman

(Damas t96Ba: 159)" Most of the other material and intellec-

tual elements were retained, contact with Western society

was still sporadic and the full- impact was yet to be fel-t.
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Contact-Trad_itional- Ethnographic Peniod

For the Iglulik Eskimo this period marked many of

the most important changes in both social- and cul-tural

organízation. The chief determinants of this portion of the

total- sequence included trading posts, missions and RCMPolice

detachments (Damas l-966: tl6 -Ll , l-968a: l-59-60) . The contact-

traditiona] period has been characterized as rr . a period

of prescribed, stabilizeð, and reguJ-arized relations between

native and white persons and institutions (Hel-m and Damas

l-963: 20).

During this period the yearly settlement pattern of

the Iglulik Eskimo shifted towar"d a hunt-trapping camp,

closely resembling the aboriginal summelr camp (Damas 1966:

1f7). The focus of activity and the center for contact be-

came the tnading post or mission. This movement towand a

more permanent base community, with what appeared to be a

network of satel-ite camps, provided much of the needed

impetus for the decline of nomadism and cuftur.al independence

which had been hallmarks for the earlier aboriginal and

traditional periods (Hel-m and Damas 1963: l-0-Ì1) . The

community structure began to resembl-e the composite band

r¿hich has been outl-ined by Steward (1955: Chapter B) and

Service (l-962: 63-64). This societal entity included a

number of unrelated nuclear biological families which were

integrated t' " on the basis of constant association and

coopenation rather than actual or al-J-eged kinship" (Stewand

1955: 143) " l{hil-e this ner¡J social- structure may have apptied
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to the groups making up the central- trading community, I

suggest that the camps, themselves, stil1 nelied heavily

on an aboriginal system of kinship which 'r . formed a

basis for much personal interaction and establ-ished strong

emotiona] bonds . rr (Damas 1966: t]6).

With the estabfishment of t::ading posts at strategic
locations such as Repulse Bay, Iglootik and Pond Inlet, the

need to travel for tnade was greatly neduced. Populations

began to stabilize " Travel, fon the most part, was restricted
to what was necessary for- hunti.g, trapping and visiting.

Cì-osely coupled with the trading post, and in some

instances preceding it, were the missions which began to

make innoads into the teruitor"y about the same time. Fon

example, Roman Cathol-ic missionaries establ-ished the first
mission among the Iglul-ingmiut at Abadjaq in 1931. In 1937

the mission moved to lgloolik7 and in 1939 it was joined by

a Hudsonrs Bay Company trading post (Damas 1963: 26). Both

the Roman Catholic and Anglican faiths have played an

impontant rol-e in changing the Eskimo outlook toward the

spinitual life, and Damas points out that a large number of

the native peopì-e in these areas soon became rr . nominal

Christians" (Damas l96Ba: 162). Christianity took its totl-

among such aboriginal practices as shaman'ism and wife ex-

change and may have contnibuted to a stability of marriage

(Damas 1963: 23-24).

These contact-traditional_ camps

organizational structures continued for

and the accompanying

a numben of years.
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There are stilt remnants of them remaining at the present

time" Ho\.vever, the majority of the Eskimo have moved into

the centralízed settl-ement which is the last majon period to

be considered under Damasrs fonmat.

Centra]ized Ethnognaphic Period

Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of this period

is the penmanent northern settlements that have sprung up

throughout the Canadian Anctic. In the lglulik negion Pond

Inlet, Arctic Bay, Igloolik, HaJ-} Beach and Repulse Bay have

become the government sponsored living sites for almost aII

the native peoptes " fn the strictest sense, the concept of

centralized community applies best at the l-evel of the langer

settlements IFr.obisher Bay, for example]; however, the steady

growth in the percentage of Eurocanadians has changed the

complexion of even the smaller northern vilJ-ages.

Damas considers the primary causes leading to the

centralization of the Eskimo thusly:

. inability to l-ive off the land8, plus
the opportunities fon wage labour, the presence of
schoof s, government aid progralns , and the rel-ated
motive of seeking the more exciting life offered
by the centralized community (1966: lIB).

I woul-d find little reason to disagree with these causes 
'

the onl-y exception being Damasrs conception of |ta more

exciting lifer'. He has not made this point clear. Some of

the comforts and entertainment resutting from contacts with

\¡Jestern society are thoroughly enjoyed by the Eskimo; at

the same time, several informants have complained about the
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negat-ive aspects such as drinking, fighting and a foss of

traditional skills in hunting and sewing.

In the majority of cases the most important element

lacking in these contemporary Eskimo settl-ements is a self-

sufficiency in organization. The authority rests firmly in

the hands of the Eurocanadians (Damas 1966: 1IB, 196Ba: 169).

The degree of movement away from the traditional

economic system is marked by both the availability of game

and -[he amount of other employment located in or near the

settl-ement. In some areas mining, construction and the DE\,V

Line are factors contributing to the conversion of the Eskimo

from hunten to uTage earnell. -Damas, however, suggests that-

among the lgluÌingmiut '1 . the hunt is still at the focus

of economic activity, and the yearly cycÌe is closely invol-ved

with the sont of hunting situations that are most favourabl-e

at each season" (l-963: 30).

Neighborhoods within many of the ne\^l settlements tend

to draw up along tines of the traditional- camp. The feader-

ship ) cooperative and sharing pnactices operative in the

aboriginal setting continue to function to some extent (Damas

1968a: 165; Sraburn l-969: 225). Such patterns are obsenvabl-e

in the every day activities at Igloolik. Kin ties, much the

same as those forming the network of relations for the

traditionat hunting camp, wi1Ì infl-uence the selection of

housing in the contemporary settlement.

Religion may al-so be a factor in the structuring of

a community. Apparently, some segregation developed in
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Igloolik where members of the two faiths, Roman Catholic and

Anglican, tend to locate nearl their respective missions.

i^Jith minor exceptions, it seems that the cument structure

of Igloolik has divided near the center of the village to

a degree that is unlikely to be coincidental. This same

pattern is nowhere as evident at Hal-l Beach.

M any elements of aboriginal Eskimo materiaf culture

aÌ^e disappearing fnom the contemporary scene. The most

obvious changes can be seen in the house types, clothing

and methods of t-ransportation (Damas l968a: 166). It is not

uncommon to see blue jeans and a jacket and the snowmobile

replacing the tail-ored caribou suit and the dog team.

I¡lhife the original- intention may have been to

stabil-ize the poputations in these settlements, in actual

pr"actice there seems to be an incr:ease in the feeling of

mobitity" Eskimo leave their home area for special training

and ane moved about from settlement to settlement in attempts

to obtain the fullest utilization of thein new found skill-s.

It woul-d not be uncornrrron to find Iglulik Eskimo living in

settlements located beyond aboriginalty defined spatial

limits or to find Eskimo from widely dispensed regional

systems now Ìiving in Igloolik or Ha}l Beach. An examination

of the birth records, maintained by the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police at Igloolik, is suggestive of the trends taking

pl-ace in population resettlement. \,r/her.e it is possibl-e to

ascertain the birth place of parents, it can be noted that

repnesentatives of the Aivitingmiut and Tununermiut from the
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settlements of Repulse Bay, Coral- Hanbour, Chesterfield In1et,

Pond Inlet and Arctíc Bay respectively, are now residing in

Igloolik and Hatl Beach. The traditional shift pattenns

seemingly continue to openate to some extent. Even more

enlighting is the number of Eskimo from Gjoa Haven, Cambridge

Bay, Coppermine, Aklavik and Reid Island. These represent

Eskimo from groups that alre not normally included in the

Iglulik regional system. The latten three are l-ocated in the

fan western portion of the Canadian Anctic. To a Ìa:rge degree

these individuals nesettl-ed as a llesult of the wage labour.

avaíl-able at the DEW Line site in Hall Beach, but I suggest

that fur.ther study would be necessary to determine the full

range of possible factor.s contr"ibuting to rel-ocation in the

modern community.

The Contempo:rary Settlement

Two field tr.ips duning 1969 provided the oppontunity

to spend time at Tgloolik and Hall Beach, settlements located

in the fglulik Eskimo region. My observations refl-ect some

of the changes that have taken place since Damas conducted

his field work in I960-61, the l-ast extensive socio-cultur"al

nesearch among these particular Eskimo. With Limited

exceptions, on-going change precludes my arvareness of com-

munity alter.ations taking place after the field sessions of

1969.

The trapping-hunting camps, referued to earl-ier, are

stil-l in evidence; however at present they are most freqr,rently

occupied only during the surnmer months. One or two famifies
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did remain at Agu Bay northwest of Igloolik on Baffin Island

the year anound; but, for^ the most part, winter hunts are

conducted in the form of shorter trips directJ-y from the

villages themselves.

I,{hile the general pattern of both lgloolik and Hal-l

Beach was established by town planners employed by the

Canadian government, the latter, perhaps due to the smalfer

population, has managed to remain more traditional- in its

composition. I/Vith the exception of one house, refocated }ate

in the summer of 1969, all Eskimo housing has been placed

along the beach. This provides easy access to the main

avenue of travel during both winten and sulnmer. Toward the

center of the community, afso on the beach side, are a

transient center, Hudsonts Bay House with several warehouses,

the government housing for the vi1Ìage mechanic and area

clerk, âfl administrative office and the Anglican church.

Across the street, following the same linear pattern' are

the nunsing station, Hudsonrs Bay Company store, the school,

two teacherrs houses, a government warehouse and repair

shop, the power house and the Roman Catholic mission. HaIl

Beach ís located approximately tlo miles from loxe M ain DEI,{

Line site and the airport. Severaf houses just outside the

radar installation are util-ized by native employees at the

site. A recent addition to t-he community is the fnternational-

BiologicaÌ Programme buildings which lifere being erected in

the fal-l- of 1970 (Al-an Talconer, personal communication:

1s7l).
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Igloolik, the largen of the two settlements, has been

forced into a somewhat different layout. Most houses are

arranged in a pattern which puts them back from the beach

much more closely resembting a smafl southern Canadian com-

munity. The centraf part is given over primarily to govern-

ment instal-lations: several- school buildings for cl-asses up

to ninth grade ) area administrator t s office, telephone ex-

change, govellnment employeets housitg, nursing station, oil

storage tanks and the R0'{Police. The International BioJ-ogical

Programme research center, erected in the fall of 1969, was

destroyed by fire l-ater that same winter and as of early

1971 it has not been replaced ( Fathen Eranz 1å.n de \,blde,

personal communication: 197t) "

The Hudsonrs Bay Company complex forms a hub around

which much of Igtool-ik revolves. Another majon complex is

provided by the Roman Cathol-ic chunch" In close pnoximity

to each other are the stone church, a mission house, museum'

the Eskimo Co-op store, craft center, repair shop and a meat

storage building. The Eskimo cooperative pnovides nesidents

of Igloolik v¡ith an additional- source of \destern foodstuffs

and merchandise. It also serves as an outlet for native meats

which are hunted by the Eskimo and sol-d through the store.

l-irder tire supervision of the Roman CathoÌic priest, the

Eskinio Co-op has grown rapidly in recent years and provides

an opportunity for employment for severaf Eskimo. The coop-

erative furnishes an additional- service to the settl-ement by

handling the contracts from the government for waste disposal,
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water hauling and construction.

Residents of both Igloolik and Hal-} Beach enjoy

many of the same conveniences offered in villages fan to the

south. Diesef generators supply electnicity for street

lights, home lighting systems, refrigerators, stoves, stereos

radios and sewing machines. Movies are shown at l-east once

a week; in Halt Beach the school is used as a theater and

dance halt, while Igloolik has its o\^Jn community centen for

such forms of entertainment.

In the latter part of the last decade a newspaper,

th" Y.grlg¡!_t.., started publication unden the guidance of

one of the school teachers. This is printed simultaneously

in Eskimo and English, providing an outlet for news from

both settl-ements, other vilÌages and a means by which ideas

and opinions can be communicated by both the government and

the local- residents, Eskimo and Eurocanadian.

Modes of transportation continue to take on the look

of the twentieth century. In/hile the dog team and sledge is

Still much in evidence, a number of Eskimo have turned to

the snowmobil-e for winter travef. There is, however, a note

of skepticism, perhaps best summed up by an Eskimo who

infonmed me Itcanrt eat ski-doo", neferring to the ultimate

vafue of a dog team if trouble arises on the trail. Auto-

mobiles as yet have not made the Scene this far north, but

Some trucks and caterpillar tractors are utili zeô' by both

the government and the co-op. Some of the youngelr Eskimo

have afso added motorcyctes; these are particularly evident
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in Hal-I Beach where the l-ongen stretch of road between the

village and the DEW Line site permits a greaten opportunity

for use. The kayak has disappeared as a means of water

transportation. The only one remaining, while I was in

IglooliJ<, was one the priest had asked the Eskimo to construct

whil-e they stilt remembered the o1d techniques. In its place

the Eskimo rety upon freighten canoes and v¡hal-e boats powered

by outboard motors. The co-op also ol,vns two larger motorized

fishing boats used primarily for cooperative walrus and

caribou hunts. Commercial air" travel- is a regular part of

the transportation networl< for Igloolik and Hall Beach

Iweather permitting] . Two air]ines serve Hall Beach and one

makes twice weekly flights the additional short distance

north to lglootik. High freight costs have prevented this

from becoming a readily accepted means of shippi.g. Both

communities stil-l rely on the once-a-year suppty ships of the

Department of Transportation for much of the food stuffs,

merchandise, oil- and building materials that keep two such

rapidly expanding settlements viable.

Eskimo at Hall Beach and lgloolik ar"e beginning to

take an active part in the government of their respective

villages. I,^lhile it stil-1 seems evident that control- resides

with the area administraton and his staf f , both vil-J-ages have

established councils which contribute to the suPervision of

community affairs.



CHAPTER III

ETHNIC IDENTITY: TRAD]TIONAL CONCEPTS

Chanacteristic efements of Eskimo society, family

integration and band stnuctu:re, have been the subject of

severaf anthropological studies (Steward 1955: 101-50; Service

1962: 59-109; Damas J-969b). Other types of groups which have

commonly been used in ethnographic accounts of Eskimo through-

out the Arctic incl-ude miut groups and their larger aggregate

regional systems. These latten two have been extensiveJ-y

util-ized to designate abo::iginal and historical units of

study and, by inpì-ication, distinctive ethnic entities. \.dhile

the criteria for thein definition is at times vague, Damas

cautions against accepting a simplistic dichotomy to define

the boundai:ies such as lrlunaqatigiit Ititerall-y translated
rrneighbor"l. He notes that this term is a common referent

nelating to both members of a local gnouping as well as those

encompassed in a larger geographical sense (Damas 1970: 3).

The miut glroup and the regional system ane examined here with

regard to Eskimo ethnicity.

The term miut is an Eskimo suffix meaning "the people

of . ". Spatialty distributed from Alaska to Greenland,

it is suggested that the miut group represents a refinement

of the larger negional- systems into units that are almost

sub-cul-tural- in nature ( Vafentine and Tall-ee 1968: x).

34
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T. C. Coruel-1 ( personal communication

greater val-ue has been pJ-aced on the

: 1970) proposes that

miut group as a unit

referent for research purposes than has been demonstrated

either explicityly or irnplicitly. My examination of the

liter"ature reveal-s some of the ürays in which the term miut

has been applied.

The Iglulik Eskimo, a regional group ' were thought to

be comprised aboriginally of three miut gnoups: the Inglu-

ì-ingmiut proper, the Aivilingmiut and the Tununermiut

(Mathiassen l92B: 1; Rasmussen 1929: 9; Anders 1965: 53) 
"

Boas incl-uded the Tununermiut as one sub-division of a group

he referued to as the Aggomiut, the other sub-division being

the Tununirusirmiut. His distinction was based on the former

inhabiting the area around Pond Bay while the latter were

centered near the western entrance to Admiral-ty Tnlet (Boas

IBBB: 442-43). The validity of this further division is not

generally supponted; Boas seems to be the only ethnographer

making the separation. br purposes of this thesis it is

assumed that residents of Pond Bay and Admiralty Inlet make

up a single mllt group, the Tununermiut, following the

desígnation of the Fifth Thule Expedition. The integration

of these three miut groups into an fglulik regional system is

based pr:imarily on a uniformity of matenial culture (i{athiassen

1928: l-). There is also linguistic evidence of uniformity

(Rasmussen I929: t0) and Damas (1963) indicates than an

ext-ensive kinship network was operative throughout this region"
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The Iglutik Eskimo regionaì- system extended over an

area 'r . from around Chestenfield fnlet, north along the

northwestern shore of Hudson Bay and the western and northern

shores of Foxe Basin" (Damas 1969a: 46). Birket-Smith (tg+O:

l0) provided a somewhat more concise geographical- del-imitation

for the miut gnoups which comprise the Iglulik system.

Iollowing h.is outline, the respective territories can be

defined thusly:

Aivilingmiut - known as the dwell-ers of the walrus

place, whose range extended over a territory ranging

from Chesterfield Inlet on the south up al-ong the

coast to Lyon Inlet. Some Aivitingmiut have also

moved to Southampton fsland following the extinction

of the aboriginal population, the Sadlirmiut, in

1902-03" The center for the Aivilingmiut has been

placed at the ol-d site of Aivil-ik on Repulse Bay.

Iglulingmiut - referued to as "dwellers of the house

place'r, they are l-ocated on the isl-ands of Fury and

Hecl-a Straits, northern Foxe Basin, the east coast

of Melville Peninsula as far south as Lyon Intet9

and the northwest coast of Baffin Island bordering

on Foxe Basin. The sub-group takes name from lglool-ik,

a settlemtnt on the southeast tip of Igloolik Isl-and10.

Tununermiut - the 'rdwellens of the back of the

countr.ytt inhabit almost entireJ-y the region near

Pond Inl-et on the northern tip of Baffin Island.

There are a fessen number of families J-iving al-ong
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Admiralty Inl-et to the south and these tend to

center around an area known as Ar.ctic Bay.

In his discussion of settlement patterns within the

Iglulik negion, Crowe (1970: B-10) speaks of a series of
ttcore areasrr around which habitation sites devel-op. For the

most pant these rel-ate to the availability of game and the

accumul-ation of characteristics pertinent to good hunting.

Adjacent to each core is a series of seasonal habitats

Icamp sites] which remain viable on]y during certain times

of the yean. These temporal locations have added furthen to

the confusion surrounding the use of the miut group as an

ethnic referent. The suffix, miutr fläy be attached to a

particular place name associated with various camp Iocations,

a point which will be considered later. fn general, however,

the core areas described by Crowe seem analogous to the aneas

which Mathiassen and Birket-Smith considered centnal to the

three miut groups within the Iglulik Eskimo regional system.

One major objection arising from the use of the miut

group as a unit implying ethnic identity is best exemplified

by Mathiassen who cautions that miutr âs a refenent, may' have

a greater geographic than ethnognaphic significance:
That a man is lgluli.,gmioll as a rule means nothi.ng
mone than that for the present he is living in the
Iglulik area; stilI, one hears occasionally that
this or that person is an Iglulingm-ic because he
was bor.n in f glulik, oll even because his mother was
born in lglul-il<; thus this term has no fixed defini-
tion (Mathiassen t92B; 2l- , emphasis mînãIl-

This interpretation is supported by Damas ( 1968b: 113) who

indicates that the use of the miut group among Eskimo
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correl-ates \^rith identification by a territory or settl-ement

name. Further Graburn points out that such areas overlap

and exact boundaries vary depending on the orientation of

the speaker (Ì969: 34).

It is not difficult to envision several diffenent

contexts in which Eskimo coul-d make reference to a miut

gl.oup to which they belong, yet each would be considerably

different in orientation thus reducing oppontunities to

maintain ethnic identity along such l-ines. A member of the

Iglulik region coul-d use miut to mean that he lives at olî

nean one of the three centers of habitation: Iglool-ik,

Pond Inlet on Repulse Bay. His te:rm of refer"ence in this

case would be Iglulingrniut, Tununermiut or Aivilingmiut

nespectively. Even more inclusively, howeve:1, miut could

also be used in an Eskimo's refenence to his affiliation with

a particul-ar hunting camp. It is, obviously, a means by

which the Eskimo can delimit his wonl-d, but subject to

change as his reference point changes.

Mal-inowski, who devoted considerabl-e effont to a

discussion of the inherent pr"oblems of meaning in primitive

languages, observes that tt . in a primitive language

the meaning of any singJ-e word is to a high degree depend-.

ent on its contextrt ( l-938: 306 ) . Funther, he states that

the rr . p:ragmatic relevance of wonds is greatest when

the words are uttered actually within the situation to

which they belong and uttered so that they achieve an
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immediate practical- effect" (Malinowski I935: 52). While

this does not necessarily clarify the problems associated

with using the miut group as a unit of ethnicity among

Eskimo, Malinowskits concept of the rrcontext of situation"

l-ends itsel-f to explaining Ìogicalty the profuse duplication

of miut groups within a single regional system. As he

suggests, rr 
. " it is the pragmatic use of speech within

the context of action which has shaped its str.ucture Iin this

instance, the"meaning of a specific miut group: my notel'l

(Malinowski 1935: 52).

Isolation, as a factor providing boundaries for

ethnicity between miut groups, is at best questionable.

Mathiassen noted that the entir.e Tglulik region was either

inhabited or regularly travel-ed by membens of the Ingluling-

miut, Aivilingniut and Tununermiut (Mathiassen l-928: 4).

Rrnther, he has indicated that, 'l'f any of the Iglulik Eskimo

know two of the three principle areas of which their countny

is made up and many of them know all- threerr (Mathiassen

l-928: 97). It is thought that Eskimo groups most frequently

have contact with one or more contiguous groups (Hodge l-906:

434; I,{eyer 1932: 152). Dorothy Jean Ray, commenting on the

Eskimo of the Bering Sea area, points out that boundaries

r,ùere recognized and maintained between Eskimo and Indian

but nareÌy between Eskimo groups (1967: 3Bl). The }atter

woul-d seem to appfy to miut groups within regional systems.

Although Laughlin has substantiated isol-ation's contribution

to physical- variation (l-900: 482- B3) , and f woul-d agree that
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this phenomenon has had its effect on linguistic and cul-tunal-

elements in certain instances, I believe that the isolation
factor must be eliminated in considering social- boundan¡z

markers between miut groups contained lvithin any major

regional Eskimo group " Il.om the beginning of the traditional

ethnographic period (above: pp. 22ff.) increased influences

from \.¡/estern society have pl-ayed a significant rol-e in

further reducing isofation of the miut group and, in time,

the regional system as wel-l-.

Noting the high deg:ree of mobility suggested by

Mathiassen (above, p. 39) and, most important, the divensity

of meaning attached to the use of miut, the value of such a

unit as a marker of distinctive ethnicity would be highly

con j ectur.al. f t is unlikely that the miut group l{as much

more than a convenient designaton, certainly not a rigid

construct that implied a síngulan, uniform meaning to all- its

member.s. Assuming that these observations on the use of

miut are correct, the term woul-d have little meaning as a

manker of ethnic identity. In addition, the vafue of using

this concept as a socio-cul-tural research group would depend

on the researcherrs ability to extract the meaning that was

being attached by the Eskimo themsel-ves. Two considerations

woul-d be important: finst, Eskimo tend to refer to groups

that are l-imited in size with ]ittÌe compnehension of a

larger" distinction and, second, there is a var"iabl-e perception

of one group by another. In many cases such terms might be

extended to larger groups than any particular Eskimo gnoup
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woufd normall-y incorporate into their sphere of relations

(Weyer I932 z 203; Bal-ikci 1964: 23; Oswal-t 1967: 3) '

Since I have suggested that the miut group should be

eliminated as an ethic unit, I wish to examine the qualifica-

tions of another traditionaf group: the regional system.

There are a number of references in the earlier ethnographic

accounts to intercourse between tribes [regionat systems? ]

(see for example Boas tBBB: 462-70, I907: 480; Stefansson

l-913 : 2BB-89; Mathiassen Ì928: 23; Birket-smith 1940: 9).

However most of this contact and exchange apptied largely to

.the periphery of the respective negional- tenritories, and it

nemains suspect as to what extent, if ânY: this may have

altered the regional group as a possible unit from which

ethnic identity distinctions can be drawn'

Eskimo social units have been noted for their basic

fluidity. Individuals and famities may shift groups, although

such changes in residence normally take place within the same

regional system. While r"elatively nel¡7 to their new group,

they ane considened foreigners both by themselves and the

members of the group with whom they are no\,Ù living. It has

been suggested, however, that with the Passage of time the

individual usually adopts the identity of the new residence

group (Jenness 1923: 33; Balikci l-964: 24). At least one

example of this presently exists among the Eskimo at lgloolik'

\¡/hile the majority of Eskimo in this viì-lage are lglulingmiut

olr normally considered representativeS of the miut grouPs

which comprise the Iglulik regional system, there is at leas b
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one Netsilik Eskimo residing there ( Father Franz Van de Velde,

personal communication: 1969 ) . For" al-1 practical_ purposes

this individual- seems to participate in the activities of
the community to the extent that any fgJ-ulingmiut would; he

has become what Ray refers to as a tt . citizen of his

adopted home'r (1967: 375). Much of this is based on con-

jecture and further research would be necessany to explicitt-y
document this particular case. Binket-Smith recounts the

fact that seven famil-ies of Arviligjuarmiut, a sub-division
of the Netsilik Eskimo, moved to Repulse Bay to be near the

trading post. fn so doing they took up residence in an area

normall-y inhabited by fglulik Eskimo (Birket-Snith 1940: 9).

Furthen neference to immigrant Netsilik Eskimo is al-l-uded to

by Rasrnussen (lgZg: 9). In such cases the question of

regional identity has not been considered and it woul-d seem

that the change in orientation of alJ-egiance between gnoups

is accomplished with little effort. I suggest that those

individual-s making such changes might have had greater

difficulties than indicated and, further, they might always

be considered an outsider even though permitted to join the

new group.

The schofa::s referred to in the previous paragraph

impl-y a lack of reinforcement of boundaries between Eskimo

regional groups; however, there is some evidence to the

contrary. It is suggested, by centain value statements,

that Netsilik are inferior, primarily thr"ough lack of pensonal

cleanl-iness (Birket-smith l-945: 43) and that they exhibited
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personality characteristics which tended toward a troubl-esome

and unrel-iable atmosphere (Boas 1907: lt6). One of Mathiassen's

informants was even more emphatic:

. if she vJere to have a new husband, it lvas all
the same whether he \^ras an Aivilingmio: âil f gtuling-
mio or a Tununermio; if need be a Qaennermio ol. an
Akudnermio might do; but a Netsilingmio neverl
(Mathiassen 1928: 23).

A comparison of the material cul-ture between regional
systems indicates a great deal- of sirnilarity; yet ther"e are

subtl-e differ"ences. An example of this may be found in
Birket-smithrs comparison of Netsilik and rglulik Eskimo

clothing. He notes that the differences are reffected in
what woul-d constitute minor changes in detail- ( Birket-smith
l-945: 22). Certain items such as the sledge or qamutik

exhibit various refinements from area to area (Anima l-967:

100); however, it r.emains open to further intenpretation as

to the degree these repnesent an individual- idiosyncrasy: âû

ecological- adaptation or a means of distinguishing one

Eskimo group from another (see Mathiassen tg2Bl. 7Z-g0;

Birket-smith 1929 : 7l-76) .

There is some phonological- evidence for a distinction
between regional systems. Linguistically, the rglulik group

appears to fonm a separate diaÌect (Rasmussen lg2g: l0).
Birket-Smith suggests that they are cl-oser in speech pattern

to the Laborador groups than other Central Eskimo systems

(l-928: 23-25). More recent linguistic nesearch among central
Arctic Eskimo indicates that the dial-ect difference between

regionaÌ systems may be relatively slight. For exampl-e, âD
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Itsrr-like sound may shift to rrhrt when moving fr"om the fglulik
to the Caribou or Netsilik regions (f . C. Coruel1 , personal

colnmunication : 19 70 ) . \,a/eyer contends that the transition

from one dial-ect to the next is gradual and that 'r .

lines of demarcation cannot be establ-ishedl' ( 19 3 2 : 203) .

Birket-Smith is not quite so restrictive when he states
rr " dialects form groups, the mutual refation of which

only in part corresponds with the geognaphical- division"
(l-928: 16) " The dialect group in this case woul-d correspond

most cl-osely with the regional system. Although miut groups

near the borders of adjacent regional systems might display

a gradation from one dialect to another, the minor distinctive

featunes attributed to each dialect would help serve as a

means of identity for a particular region.

The relative homogeneity of material culture and

language l-ends support to eanlier statements concer.ning a

basic underlying Eskimo culture throughout the entire Anctic

area (above, p. 3-4). However, the minor distinctions out-

líned in the preceding paragraphs pr.ovide a means by which

members of regional groups can draw contrasts. The regional

system coul-d be considered the ethnic sub-set within the

overall Eskimo culture. Boundaries were maintained by these

minor distj-nctions which became the signs, signals and values

of ethnic identity (above, p. l).

I suggest that the ethnic constructs used by the

Eskimo were not so nigid as those cha:ractenistic of some

other cultures. Nevertheless, I believe that the negional
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group can be looked at with some degree of val-idity as an

Eskimo ethnic unit for aboriginal and histor.ical- peoples

Iglulik Eskimo, Mathiassen offers aWith regard to the

succinct surnmary:

!üe are thus in a position to state that theAivilingmiut, fglulingmiut and Tununenmiut, in
real-ity form one tribe [regional system: my note];if they have any connectioñ with tñe neighLor"ing

. Akudnermiut, Netsil_ingmiut and Qaernermiut,tl.y regard them nevertheless as stnangers whomthey very often l_ook down upon (l-928: 1g> .

rn. mf interpretation this would constitute a display ofethnicity.



CHAPTER IV

ETHN]C IDENTTTY: CONTEMPORARY CHANGES

The impontance of gnoup contrasts in determining

ethnic identity was noted in an earl-ier" definition (above,

p. 1). Seymoun Parker el-aborates this viewpoint, defining
ethnic identity as tt . the evaluation of oners membership

identification with his own and other ethnic groups" (1964:

325). Under accul-turation plressures fnom a dominant glroup,

change is manifest in the degree to which members of the

subordinate population val-ue the structur.es pnesented by the

int::uding ethnic unit. Ber"reman concl-udes :

Most individual-s remain loya1 to their o\,vn
social- group [ethnic unit: my note] so long as it
nemains a functional entity capable of communicat-
irg its nonms to its membe:rs, rewa:rding them, and
exencising contnol- over them (1964: 245).

The Eskimo in Canada represent one population whene ethnic

identity under ülestenn impact can be examined.

It has been already noted that the Eskimo in the

Canadian Arctic al?e residents of settl-ements established to

vanying deg:rees by elements of In/estern society, i.e. mission-

aries, t::aders lmost fnequently the Hudsonts Bay Company] and

vanious governmental agencies in which the t?intereststr of

aboriginal peoples have been vested (above: pp . Z+-Zg) " A

l-ater addition was the establ-ishment of the DEW Line: äD

46
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earl-y warning defense system spanning the polar regions of

North America and Greenland. Vrlhile not contributing directly

to the development of new settlements, the DE\,rl Liners primary

effects on ethnicity changes ajre in areas of increased cash

economy and the shifts of certain key Eskimo personnel, es-

pecially from the Westenn Arctic to installations in the east-

ern sectons. These elements of Westennized village st:ructure

have inf l-uenced lgloolik and HaIl Beach.

VanStone I s study of Southampton Isl-and Eskimo r-s

another example of how population shifts have brought to-
gether Eskimo from such diverse local-ities as southenn Baffin

Island, the Ungava Peninsufa and the western part of the

Keewatin District (1960: B3). l,r/hat effect the resettlement

of Eskimo tnaditionally thought to belong to sepanate regional

gnoups has in reshaping intra-Eskimo ethnic identity has not

been fuIly considered. Honigmannrs (1952) study of the Great

ldhal-e Riven Eskimo indicates an inhibiting of inter-group

rel-ations in such circumstances. Analysis of particular

settlements fol-lowing these l-ines of reasoning may provide

clues to the amounts of persistence or change that can be

attached to ethnicity concepts in the contempolîary settlement.

It is assumed that the admixture occuring in these

nelatively artificial- no::thern settlements has placed addition-

al- constraints on the composition of tnaditional- ethnic units

and their usefulness in defining ethnicity today. I suggest

that such restructuring woul-d begin to usurp the boundaries

that Eskimo originally used to define thei:r ethnic identity
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vrithin the negional systems. Rather, other considerations

have become more cruciar fon interpretation of the cunrent

socio-cultural situation. The emerging ethnic constr.ucts

can best be viewed in direct relation to the infruence of
Eui:ocanadian society.

One significant aspect of Eurocanadian-Eskimo contact

is exhibited in the dichotomy which develops in Eskimo iden-
tity based on the degree of onientation toward a \nJesternized

cul-ture or toward that of the native culture. Ethnic iden-
'tity retention, in the fo::mer. instance , might be examined in
right of Barthrs position on the institutionarization of
technologicar innovations. Banth has suggested that we lre-

orient oun focus on tt . institutionalization as the critical
phase of change it will- be rates and kinds of pay-offs
of al-ternative all-ocations within that system that determine

whethen or not they wil_I be adopted t' ( 1967: 668 ).
Parken indicates that attempts on the Eskimors part to
intennalize the new val-ues and patterns of behavior incneases

the ]ikerihood of problems in ethnic identity (1964: 326).

Furthe:r, he states:

. whateven the originat motivation, the minority
group member attracted to blestern society is molre
likely to devel-op negative attitudes, toward his olvn
and the dominant ethnic group, when he perceives
barriers to his newly-acquined aspirations. A
deval-ued ethnic self-image and hostility toward
western society emerge from a situation where individ-
uals set new goals, which they then perceive cannot
be reached (Parken lg64: 338).

fn addition, Foster contends :
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apparent than when tradition al-one is the contro
ang 1-acton l_n community cohesiveness

With the high status nestricted to the Eunocanadian community

membens, Eskimo are left with an infenior ascribed status.
Recnuitment is most frequently from outside the native ethnic
society making vertical mobility virtuatly impossibre
(Dunning l-959: Il-B)"

F" G. Vall-ee has tentatively identified a polanization
in Eskimo identity which he sees anising fnom the relationship
between an Eskimo and the cufture of westenn society on that
of the native group. He attaehes the labels Kabloonamiut

[people of the white man] and Nunamiut [peop]e of the l-andl

(val-f ee 1967: f 35-49 ). The pr.imany difference is an orient-
ation towand a cash economy versus one or-iented toward

hunting. A simila¡' division was afso identified among Eskimo

at Great whale River (Bal-ikci 1960: l-49) and was evident in
int::a-Eskimo r.elations at rglootik and Hal-t Beach during the

field sessions of r969. Although varr-ee seemingly has not

made provisions for anything other than these polanized end.s,

r would suggest that thene is a greater need to view the

contemporary community in terms of a continuum which contains

a growing number of individuals and families in neither the

Kabloonamiut nor the Nunamiut categonies.

Through encouragement on the part of govelrnmental

agencies, the individuals compnising this new category have

sought- to prepare themsel-ves for meaningful roles in western
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society only to find in a majority of cases that they \^rere

not sufficiently educa'Led for jobs in terms of the Euro-

canadian world " At the same time, through their efforts to

acquire these positions, they had neglected learning the

skills that would make them productive members of the Eskimo

community. Jacob Fried refers to them as tt . quasi-

accul-turated neo-native or neo-Canadians tt '( I g G 3 : 64 )

and, furthen, suggests that the resulting individual- closely

resembles a net{ generation of Metis: rr . a semi-skilled
worker. with modern tools, but one who is stil-l- socially
peri-pheral to the dominant white social el_ements of the

community" (Fr"ied 1963: 65). Dunning (1959) has applied the

term rlmarginal mantt as an all--encompassing term for native

inhabitants of Eurocanadian dominated settlements in northern

Canada. I suggest, rather, that the term can be applied more

accunately to the individuals who have, in fact, become

penipheral in identity to both major factions, the Eskimo

and Eunocanadian. Funther, I would concur with Parken who

negar"ds this situation as a prime contributor. to tt .

senious role conflicts and discontinuities among adol-escents

and young adultsr' (1964: 338 ). This is particuJ-ar"ty evident

among some of those who have gone outside the settlement

for a major portion of thein education.

Per.sonal- observations made dur"ing field tnips to

Igloolik and Hall- Beach indicate this to be the case in
several- instances " In particular, one example stands out

from among the several- Eskirno f woul-d place in such a category
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This individual, a mal-e about 20 years o1d, was educated

just short of the eight gnade. His English was what T would

consider fluent, exhibited by several jobs he had held in
Ottawa and churchiJ-l , Manitoba, yet his lacl< of for"mal- ized

education seemed a stumb]ing block to any major aspirations
to rrsucceed" in Eunocanadian society. At the time of my

acquaintance with this individual, he had neturned to the

village and continued moving through a senies of rocally
obtained jobs fnom most of which he was either raid-off or

quit, usually fon waht he claimed to be a l-ack of interest
in the wonk. My latest infonmation indicates that he was

continuing to operate in this mannen and, in the fall of l-970,

r¡/as doing const::uction wonk (Atan Falconer., pensonal com-

munication: 1970)" Duning periods of intermittent employment,

he seemed preoccupied with plans for future jobs which he

considened mol?e desirable than the one currentl-y heJ-d. The

l-ack of necessary skill-s and education \^/ere dismissed in a

cursory manner though several- members of the community pointed

out the impor"tance of such considerations. Inlhile unabl-e to
secure his position among Eurocanadians, this individual-

did not attempt to become "EskimoizeÒ.tt. At no time did he

deny his Eskimo heritage, yet he seemed to be totally in-
capable of making readjustments to vitlage Ìife. His peer

group consisted mainly of those having the same problems or:
at best, stilr going to southern school-s. rn addjtion, when

it was possible he lvoul-d associate with transient Eurocanadians

and less frequently with more permanent Eurocanadian residents
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of the settlements 
"

Ther.e are a smaller number of Eskimo who r.epresent

stil-l- another manginal situation. fn contrast to the example

just given, these individuals ane marked by a l-ow status in

their original orientation gnoup. fn an attempt to create

a higher status for themselves, they pr.omote relationships
with the Eur:ocanadians. Rather than achieving the sought fon

status, they normally find themselves looked upon as marginal

in tenms of both Eskimo and Eurocanadian society. Yet, in

the case I am familia:: with, the individual continues to

place himsel-f at the disposat and eventual r"idicule of the

Eunocanadian members of the villages. For the most part, he

is consider.ed unpi:oductive by both groups. Atthough ma:rginal-

for different reasons than my earlien example, I woul-d place

such individual-s into the suggested marginal ethnic category

as well. Fried indicates that the problem of manginality

among individuals is most pr.evalent in the Ìarger settl-ements

(l-963: 6l-); however:, it must not be discounted as a

contributor to factional-ism in ethnic identity among Eskimo

in even the more remote regions of the Anctic.

Numerous studies of ethnic identity have indicated

that whil-e the traditional is undergoing change, there is an

increased need developing fon individuals to establish a

distinctive means of identification. h/hile doing reseairch

among groups in Burma, Lehman noted that there \^ras a tendency

to intensify cultural identity lethnicity?] when pnoximity to

the national- culture presented a real- on imagined threat to
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a panticular. group's traditionaf system (1967: II2). Among

Nonth American native peoples such movements are represented

in a gr"ovring concept of setf-identification which results in

the strengthening of identity as Indian. Sl-obodin suggests

that this has developed pnimarily from a tt . convergent

histony of aboriginal populations under Eu:ro-American and

Euro-Canadian pressune . rr (1970: 5). Idhile indigenous

peoples were not prone to gnoup others under such an all-

encompassing term, continued reference to such by governmental

agencies and an increased awareness of common problems have

given rise to various pan-fndian movements in both Canada

and the United States.

Recently, Damas (1970) has examined the impact of

Eunocanadian and Euroamerican contact on ethnic self-perception

among contemponany Eskimo in seve:ral areas of the Canadian

Arctic. This nesearch ref]ects a breakdown in what were

taken to be the more traditional ethnic units, those expressed

ethnographically in terms of regional systems and concomitant

miut groups, with an accompanying shift tov¡ard reinforcement

of mor.e homogeneous Eskino socio-cultural patterns (Damas

1970: l.4: personal communication: f970). Such shifts are

exemplified by the preservation of pride in an ability to

penform rr . routine occupations of travel, the hunt,

manufacturing of certain tool-s, snowhouse building

These are the occupations of his people [Esì<imo: my note]'r

(Damas 1970: I0). Ethnicity trends of this nature are

representative of a reaction to the intruding social- system
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and acculturation pressures. Further" inforcement of this

difference can be attributed to a fan too cornmon bel-ief that

the Eskimo was inferior to the Eunocanadian (Balikci 1960: 171)

although this has not been demonstrated to the extend that it

may be obser"ved in the rel-ationships existing in some Euro-

canadian-Indian settlements (Koolage n.d. ). In many cases

the inability of the Eurocanadian to l-ive as Eskimo and

develop Eskimo skilts for existence in the Arctic envir"onment

has instilfed a further sense of confidence and a retention
of cul-tur.al and ethnic integrity among Eskimo (Damas l-970:

10-11). The development of new forms of powen and prestige

and the emergence of a new type of Eskimo l-eader a::e also

indicatons of such a movement (Ba1ilcci I960: l-70; Honigmann

and Honigmann 1965: Chapters 3 and 4) . While rnuch of the

preservation of pride in being Eskimo is presently being

cannied out in terms of the individual, it is neminiscent

of the incipient stages of a pan-ethnic movement.

In conjunction with a culturalJ-y based ethnic

distinctiveness, language differences are consciously main-

tained. Fon some individuals, the continued use of Eskimo

is indicative of the lack of opportunity to learn English,

but for others it has become a matter of choice. The l-atte:r

is exemplified by a former Eskimo cler.k at the Hudsonrs

Bay Company in fgloolik. \nJhile this individual was conversant

in both Eskimo and Engl-ish, his use of the latt-er was ¡.estrict-

ed to his duties in the store. Outside, and in connection

with his position on the Eskimo viltage council-, he v/as
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observed to r"ely exclusively on the se::vices of an interpreter
before expressing his opinion, alurays in Eskimo. Since my

eanliest contact wit¡r this particular individual, he has

neJ-inquished his employment at the store and retunned to

hunting as a primary means of subsistence, indicating his

incneased desire to maintain his Eskimo identity along the

lines observed by Damas and, perhaps , his disenchantment with

the Eurocanadian and wage-1abor" economy. I¡lhile this lrepresents

an extreme in reverse bi-Iinguatism or an emphasís of the

native language over newly acquired skil-1s in a second language

[English], it is evident, although to a lesser degr.ee, among

other nesidents of Igloo1ik and Hal-l Beach as well-.

In a somewhat analoguous situation, Joan Al_bon noted

the occunlrence of a homeostatic-l-ike device being utilized by

rel-ocated American Indians to offset accultu::ation pressures.

She suggested that the Indians netained traditional customs

and gathenings as much as possible in the nevr settirg; they

did not really assimilate, but used o1d ways to cover up pro-

bl-ems in adapting to the new envi:ronment, both physical and

cul-tunal (Albon 1964: 303). It is my contention that the

Eskimo, under similar accultunative pressures, are developing

what might be viewed as an ethnocentnicism of their" own and

maintaining such a position thnough a unified ethnic identity
in contrast to Eunocanadian society. It should be pointed

out that an economic base largely relying on the more trad-
itional hunting subsistence pattern has enabl-ed some settle-
ments to achieve a higher degree of Eskimo ethnicity than

others " Damas refers to such situations as tt . an eanly
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phase of contact florescence . rr (Helm and Damas ]963:

20) enhanced by the refatively abundant game resoulrces

remaining in regions such as the one inhabited by the

IgluJ-ik Eskimo.

In contnast and yet following along the same line,
Bal-ikci notes that the Arvifiejuarmiut at Pelly Bay exhibit
a developing trend toward " . stronger identification

with the particulan country than they had in traditionat
'timesit (1964: 60). A simitar movement towand specific group

ethnicity from pressures of l,r/ester"n society and oil
exploitation in Afaska has been detected by Michael Dornis.

The people of Tyonek vilÌage endeavored to have themselves

fonmally defined as a sepanate Athapaskan tr.ibe with their
own reservation in order to retain ful-l- oil rights for
themsel-ves (Dor"ris, personal- communication : l-970 ) . While

these are dissimil-an in goal orientation, the l-atter represent-

ing motivation from material gain nather than cul-tural_ re-
tention for its own sake, both obsenvations indicate that
gl'oup-specific identity may be critical- under. certain circum-

stances. fn both examples, however, the impetus came fr"om

contact pnessures 
"

Ïn sullrmany, there are three basic ethnicity constr:ucts

applicable to the contempo].ary Eskimo settlement in the

Canadian Arctic. Succinctl-y stated these are: one with a

continued or renev¡ed interest in a hunting subsistence

economy and a reinforcement of cultur.al distinctiveness,
another util-izing Eurocanadian \,vage l-abor. as a major means
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of support and a third ethnic pattenn which is mar:ginal to

both. Eskimo unabl-e to achieve ner^r ethnic identity may turn

to re-emphasis of their ascnibed status. I,{hen measured on

a direct comparison, Esl<imo versus Eurocanadian, alJ- three

may be considered sub-sets within a broaden ethnic identity
that can be expressed simply as Eskimo. McFeat expllesses

such concepts of group ethnicity in terms of an us and them

dichotomy (1970: 29). The binary char-acteristics resulting
fnom such opposition tend to reinforce the distinctions be-

tween groups and serve to maintain sepanate ethnic identities.
rn this manner the ethnic deveropments among the contemporary

Eskimo suppor"t McFeatrs position that we must distinguish
between group culture and group ethnicity; the fo::mer being

capable of succumbing to general cultunal evolution while the

latter intensifies the inclusiveness of the group (McFeat

1970: 28-29).

Though the term Eskimo may be used at a highest level
of genenal-ization to denote ethnicity, future investigators
wil-l- need to keep the above mentioned distinctions in mind

when attemtpting to concisely determine the ethnic identity
comPosition of the native populations in nor.thern settl-ements.

The consideration of a changing focus in identity is
pentinent to the anthnopologistts per"ception of meaningful

units fon socio-cul-tural studies among Eskimo today.

fncreased compl-exity in the modern Eskimo community precludes

neadily accepting a simplistic statement of ethnicity.



CH,APTER V

ETHNIC IDENTITY: ANALYSTS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

Analys is

Among the new dir"ections in anthropological research

has been the renewed and critical intenest in the understand-

irg and detimiting of meaningful boundary markers. This

replaces an earl-ien period dur.ing which seemingly anbitrary

boundanies \.^rere established on critenia which the ::esearcher

perceived as significant or easily utilized.

Several- people have commented on the problems of

indiscriminate use of etically denived criteria for boundaries.

The use of mone comrnon boundary markens [language, ethnic

labeIs, material culture] , referned to as rtindeterminate

criteria" (Dole 196B: B5), present a difficult means of per-

ception. These various el-ements may be shared independently,

and the criss-crossing of boundaries makes it extremely

difficul-t to determine the exact nature of the unit under

consideration. Moerman places responsibility for a great

deal of ethnic identity problems directJ-y with the researcher:

He lthe ethnographer: my note] must not assume that
any single ttobjectivert difference oI. similanity
of languâge, potity, phenotype¡ or religion is
significant to atl groups, and in the same ways,
and to the same degree (1965: 1220).

The differences between various groups may be ideal and not

5B
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actual as past ethnographic accounts would lead one to be-

lieve (Leach 195+: 286). Among the hill- peoples of Burma,

Leach observed that the:

. ethnographer has often only managed to dr'-scern
the existence of 1a triber because he took it ås
axiomatic that thil kind of cultunal entity must
exist ( I9 54 : 29I ) "

Logically, then, it would seem that the objective of

ethnogr"aphic :research must calmy beyond the traditional-

descriptíve appr"oach) concerned mainty with outlining a

definitive f:ramework of dress, language Idiatect] and other

pr"esumed ethnic boundar.y mankers. To adhere strictly to

such usage may l-ead to the cneation of a fictional unit having

l-ittl-e refevance to the people being studied. The trindeter-

minant cniteniart may be impontant, but it must be determined

in each particul-ar case what is critical- in the peoplesr

perception (see Barth I969:14).

Fnedrik Barth has been in the forefront of the

cnitical examination of ethnic units and thein concomitant

bounda::y mankers. In his inti:oduction to a volume treating

the meaning and interpnetation of ethnic units (Barth 1969:

9-38), he expands upon ways of looking at such pehnomena

which ane applicable to the Eskimo data and assist in making

the concepts of ethnicity more intell-igibte. In this same

light, Tom McFeat (1970) elaborates on Barthrs work, adding

funthen understanding to the complex problem of ethnicity.

Barth suggests sevenaf criteria for his wonking

definition of the term ethnic group: a unit which is I'bio-
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logicalty serf-perpetuatingrt, rtshares fundamentaf cultural-
valuest', maintains a rrfiefd of communication and interactiontt
and rrhas a membership which identifies itself , and is iden-
tified by others: äs constituting a categony distinguishable
from other catego::ies of the same order'r (Barth rg6g: l_0-rl).
Perhaps the most critical of these criter"ia, according to
Barth (1969: ]3), is the ratten one. rt is difficul_t to
maintain an ethnic unit: or other bounded units without
another unit of the same lever of abstraction with which to
contrast it. McFeat emphasizes this point in his :referral
to systems of binary opposition. The ethnic group tends to
dichotomize between trvret and f'theyrr in maintaining its iden-
tity (McFeat 1970: 2g). pr^esumably the gneater the contnast
between gnoups in those aneas which they deem critical, the
stnonger ane the boundaries for ethnicity.

Leach states that tt . the maintenance and insist-
ence upon curturar diffenence can itsetf become a ritual-
action expressive of social- nelations'1 (1954: L7). Such ethnic
dichotonies, in onden to maintain their boundanies, require
ovent signs and signals which ane recognized by the members

of the possessing group and by the opposing group(s) as

diagnostic of that ethnic unit. These signs and signals could
comprise such things as type of dress, house, dialect on

style of living, although the specific cniteria would vany

fnom case to case and woul-d not comprise the whore curtur"ar
inventony, nather, only those things the people themselves

deemed significant. rn addition, Barth considers the r .
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basic value orientation: the standar"ds of morality and

excel-l-ence by v;hich perfonmance is judged . il (Ba::th

1969: f4) equally as important.

rn examining Eskimo ethnic units it is necessary to
investigate two different periods manifesting two diffenent
compositions of the concept of ethnic group. Aboriginal and

historic times \^zer.e characterizeð. by organizationaf units of
a different natune than those now evolving among Eskimo after
contact with \¡/estern society and movement into villages of
Eunocanadian design (above: pp.17-33). They must be examined,

then, separately and notice taken of the reasons for the

shift in significant units of ethnic identity.
In Chapter Thnee, dealing with aboniginal and histor.ic

social units of the Eskimo, r maintained that the miut gr.oup

\,vas not a significant unit for perpetuating a concept of
ethnicity. Miut groups ü7ere too dependent on a context of
r:eference to have meaning as an ethnic unit. The fJ_uidity
of movement between such groups and the diversity attached to
the use of the term pnecludes establ-ishing rigid cnitenia for
membership. Even thnough the miut group fol_l-ows closery the

finst three cnitenia outlined by Banth, it l_aclcs the crucial-
feature of a strong dichotomy. on the other hand, the regional
system is a more encompassing concept and does tend itsetf
to the idea of an ethnic unit construct. r maintain that
these regionar systems did comp::ise, in fact, true ethnic
units, although the boundaries were not so r^igid as those

found among some othen ethnic units in unnel_ated cultural
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settings or as those now found betv¡een Eslcimo and Eur.ocanadians

in the contemporary northern settl-ements.

Regional systems in the Canadian Arctic confonm to

Barthrs general concept of ethnic groups. Most importantfy,

there is a binary opposition formed on the basis of minon

var"iations in clothing styles, speech, marriage nestrictions

and other elements t-hat could be construed as ethnically

bound signs and signats denoting the boundaries between regions

Further, there were el-ements of personal value judgement Isee

comments by Birl<et-Smith, Boas and Mathiassen, above, p. 42-431

which \,rere thought to be char"acteristic of Eskimo from other"

negional systems. These crucial features of ethnicity \dere

shaned throughout the regional system by members of the vari-
ous miut groups which comprised that particular^ region. It
has been indicated earfier that there v/as intercourse between

penipheral members of adjacent regional gnoups [above, p. 4f];

however, Barth has proposed:

. categonical- ethnic distinctions do not depend
on an absence of mobility, contact and information

. discrete categonies are maintained despite
changing panticipation and membenship in tãe co[rse
of individual l-ife histories (1969: 9-10).

Thus the overall value of considering the r-egionat system as

an Eskimo ethnic group has not been negated by trade, travel
or ]imited immigration by individuat Eskimo and their famil-ies

Social- boundanies could be maintained at a higher level of

abstraction.

With the incr"eased interest in the Arctic by Euro-

canadians and their movement into the area, Eskimo r^/ere drawn
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togethen from their" diverse camps or miut groups into the

Eunocanaclian establ-ished villages. This marked the beginning

of the centrallzed ethnogr^aphic per.iod which Damas attributed

to a number of pnimary causes (above, p. 26). Movement-s of

peoples were not nestnicted to villages within thein or"iginal

negional group territor.y, but rather peoples hTere moved to

many different areas resulting in a mixing of sometimes several

Eskimo regional groups in one village. l,{hen children \.,Jere

sent to schools outside, they too found that their associates

were not always of the same regional gnoup. VJhile signals

nelating to distinction of separate regional- ethnic units

probably wel?e retained for a time, I suggest that these tended

to become submerged under the more encompassing Eskimo cul-tural

critenia. Damas has noted a trend toward further bneakdown

of the otd bar.riers between regional systems. For example, it

is l-ess of a pnoblem to consider marnying and tiving outside

a particular regional system today than it was in aboriginal

times (personal communication: I970). Such lower"ing of

nestr"ictions has pnobably resul-ted fnom shifts in identity
penception and is indicative of the caution that must be used

in detimiting ethnic boundaries in the contemporary settfe-

ment.

As stated earlier, signals were never rigid or extreme

between negional groups and the shared trEskimorr culture was

maintained thnoughout the Arctic " 0n confnontation with

dominant, sometimes seemingly hostile and quite different

Eunocanadian characteristics, there was a tendency fon Eskino
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to overr"ide minor differences and perceive cultural- similanities

which incorporated important signaling and value cniteria that

coufd be used to dichotomize an Eskimo ethnic unit with that

of the Eunocanadians. John and Irma Honigmann, in their study

of Eskimo at Frobisher Bay, have noted that I'Many Baffin Island

Eskimo show marked reticence, shyness or v¡aniness when faced

by anything but the most casual inter"action with a Eunocanadian

." (1965: I23). The Eurocanadians, at the same time, vJere

using a simil-ar set of cr"iteria on their part to establ-ish

ethnic boundaries for" their or^¡n group, separating it into

binary opposition witn the Eskimo one. Let ì.ts examine how

this worked.

I have suggested the development of three basic eth-

nicíty constructs v¡ithin the contemporary Eskimo settlement

which may be viewed as sub-sets of a bnoader Eskimo ethnic

identity (above, P. 56-57). Lehman has expressed simi1ar phenom-

ena in S. E. Asia thnough the identification of nole systems.

He states rr any l-ocal or regional group is in-
herently likely to have recourse to mone than one ethnic role

system and more than one identity" (Lehman 1967: l-07). Lehman

contends that rr " social and cul-tural systems are re-

ference systems that is, cognitive models at varying l-evel-s

of av.¡areness" (1967 : 10 5 ) . Tn tine with this , he suggests :

" when people identify themsel-ves as members of
some rrethnictt category . they are taking posi-
tions in culturally defined systems of inte:r-group
nel-ations in reality, ethnic categories are
formally tike roles and are )

@cniptive of the empiricat char-
acter"istics of substantive gnoups of people (Lehman
1967: 107).
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Following this line of thought, then, it would be possible to

account for the apparent sub-division in what was previously

sta'ted to be a single Eskimo ethnic group capable of dichoto-

mization with the Eurocanadians, Barth has al-so taken note

of similar situations. He points out that not al-I member s of

the broadest ethnic group share equally all the criteria

which are considered meaningful or critical- to the definition

of a par.ticular ethnic group (Barth 1969: 29).

The eme:rging Eskimo vaniations can be examined in

Iight of the various strategies that are available to peoples

coming into contact with a dominant ethnic group. These

strategies for the Canadian Eskimo can be outl-ined folì-owing

Barth (1969: 33): first are those individuals who attempt

to pass and become incorporated in Eurocanadian society

although such attempts may result in poorly integrated gror-1ps

with lov¡ status I second are those willing to accept thein

minor.ity position and attempt to incorporate cultural elements

from the langer society in al-l areas of their life, a

phenomenon commonly leading to assimilation; and third are

those wishing to reinforce previous ethnicity. Coruesponding

with Barthrs basic strategies, I have identified .the ethnic

sub-sets: manginal man ) Kabl-oonamiut and the pan-Eskimo.

Barth summarizes the concept of variable ethnicity

strategies thusly:

. under. varying circumstances, certain con-
stel-l-ations of categorization and value orientation
have a sel-f-fulfil-ling character . others will
tend to be falsified by experience, while others
again are incapable of consummation in interaction.
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. \,{ith such a feedback fnom peoplers experiences
to the categories they employ, simple eilrnic
dichotomies can be retained and thei:: stereo-typed
behavioral differential- reinforced despite a coñsid-
erable objective variation (Barth lg6g: 30).

rn othe:r words ) even though it is possible to identify ethnic
sub-sets, the major unit may still be viewed simply as an

Eskirno versus Eurocanadian contrast. The consideration given

to the emenging ethnic sub-sets is important, nevertheless,
for the interpretation of culture contact and, ultimatel-y,
to assist in the prediction of possibl_e change.

Suggested Resear-ch

From the examination of the literatur"e, the conclusions

may be stated in the form of an hypothesis which shoul-d then

be tested empir"ically. f would hypothesize that the tnadition-
al- Eskimo ethnic groups, based on the regionar system, are

becoming :reorganized into a bnoade:r based Eskimo ethnic group

encompassing all Eskimo in dichotomy r^rith Eurocanadian society"
Furthen, there are factors at work to perpetuate this ethnic
gnoup identity and a renev¿ed. interest in ethnic wor"th is
generating a pan-Eskimo movement among many in the ethnic group

\¡lithout question, one of the fir.st steps to be under-

taken in researching this problem would be a demognaphic

examination of the area. From a :rel-iable demographic base

one coul-d begin to determine the extent of -rel-ocation contained

wittrin a particul-ar vitlage. At the same time, it woutd be

impontant to asce:rtain if population cl-ustens were developing

that in any manner resembl-e old ethnic const:ructs, how closely
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adhered to are traditional mamiage patterns and how ol-d

prejudices migtrt be retained either in a joking manner of as

a means of actual- segregation. Apart from the villagers

actualty in residence, the children who are being sent to

schools in othen areas, mainly in the South, would provide an

intenesting contrast. One might endeavor to find out how

they react to Eskimo from other villages in the same school-.

Do they perceive each other as ethnically Eskimo without

prejudice? fs a rtvillage orientedrr ethnic group emerging?

Do they unite in dichotomizing against Eurocanadians and

lndrans i

Perhaps the most important part of future research

into Eskimo ethnic identity centers ar:ound determining the

modern signaling devices which ma:rk membership in the Eskimo

ethnic group(s). Tt has been suggested that ethnic groups

may represent a categorization imposed by the outside observer

for his specif ic problem; hov,zever, it is the formal :-zaÌuion of

the internal criteria for ethnicity which may be. the promising

fiel-d for explonation (Rat-eigh FerrelI , personal communi-cation:

197f). As Goodenough states tt . we must know what

phenomena they see ) for these are the phenomena to which

they respondr' (l-970: I04).

The newly developing approach of cognitive anthropofogy,

with its particul-ar" emphasis on der-iving emic rather than etic

criteria, it conjunction with ecologicat studies would be a

valuable technique in elucidating ethnicity constructs.

Following such approaches should yield what Frake ProPoses to
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call- -the "ethno-ecologicaÌtr or a 'r . description of

cul-turaf behavior attained by a formulation of what

one nust know in order to nespond in a culturally appropriate

manner in a given socio-cul-tural contexttt (1962: 54). Ethno-

ecology rnay help cr.eate a taxonomy rvithin the framework of

meaning to the people themselves and not just an a:rtificial

structure imposed on them in an attempt to identify their

concept of an ethnic identity unit. A model such as the one

outl-ined by David Clarke (1968: Chapter 3) could provide an

avenue for interpreting the interuel-ations between various

sub-systems making up the eco-system as a whole. Cfarlcets

environmental model consists of both internal and external

systems. The exter:nal- :refers to the environment and consists

of five sub-systems: fauna, florar geology, climate and

other alien Socio-cultural systems within the Same inter-

connected ter"r.itory. The internal portion of his model is

the socio-cultural gl.oup being studied, i.e., the Eskimo of

a panticular region or settlement. Under Clarkers theonetical-

construct, the internal system is also broken down into an

interrelated network of five sub-systems: social, religious,

psychological, economic and material culture (Clarke 1968:

102-03, L24). Such a shema would allow the researcher to

examine networks between suggested categories which emerged

from the nativest view of themsefves. It would Prove help-

ful in determining the extent of dichotomization actually

being observed between members of gnoups purported to be in

binary opposition.
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In concfusion, I emphasize again the importance of

defining emically valid criteria for measuring ethnicity,

OnJ-y in this manner can anthropological studies progress

toward a cl-arification of the ethnic units involved and their

nespective boundaries in any society.



NOTES

Following Diamond Jenness (1932), Stobodin has included

the Eskimo under the rub:ric of Canadian Indian in his

pnesentation of the question of ethnic identity. ft is
a matter of importance to p:rovide a definition of Eskimo

which separates them fnom Tndian other than the anatomicaf

grounds suggested by Jenness (l-9322 6). The differ.ence

is, fon the most pant, Iess discernabl-e between some

northern Athapaskans and the Eskimo than it is between

gnoups gener"ically referred to as North Amer"ican f ndians.

Fon purposes of this thesis, Eskimo are considered to be

those individuats or groups speaking a diafect of Inupik,

a conLmon means of communication from the Seward Peninsul-a

in Alaska to Greenland (Dumond 1965: I23l). The major

subsistence base is sea mammal- hunting; exceptions alle

the Car.ibou Eskimo of the central Keewatin District in
Canada, who like the Alasl<an Nunamiut, rely heavily on a

l-and based subsistence pattern centered around the car.ibou

By natu::al frontier f refer to such topogr"aphical features

as mountain ranges, river:s or large bodies of water which

tend to separate groups and mal<e interaction and exchange

more difficult.

l0
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3. The spettings, Igtulik and Igloolik, have been used

interchangeably in much of the l-iterature. In this

thesis, Iglulik will be used v¡hen referr"ing to the Eskimo

themselves fotlov¡ing the use establ-ished in the Reports

of the Fifth Thule Expedition, L92L-24. Igloolik wil-l

have refer"ence to geographicat location, either the

island located in Foxe Basin or the settlement.

4. Three authors, Naryoll (1964), Barth (1969) and Cohen

(1969) have treated the general subject of ethnic units

and boundaries in some detail. It remains , hotvever, for

the student to interpret hov,¡ the problem is to be handl-ed

for any specific grouP.

5. This spelting is most commonly used, although rglulirniut

\,vas used by Boas (IBBB). They both refer to the same

gnouP.

6. A somewhat simitar scheme was suggested earlier by Murphy

and steward in their comparison of the Montagnais and

Mundurucu. In this study the four phases were: pre-fur

[Montagnais], manginal involvement, transitional and

convergence and culmination (I956: 348) " These phases

atign with what Damas proposes for the Eskimo and follov'¡

closely an increasing dependence on western society.

1 " This particular site is referred to by the Eskimo as

Ikpiakjuk differentiating it from the traditional settle-

ment of Igloolik located on the southeastern tip of
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rglooli_k Island" Ikpiakjuk was selected primaril-y for

the shel-tered harbour provided by Turton Bay. Tt is

ínteresting to note that sever.af community residents

reported that the Eskimo would have prefeped to locate

at traditional fgloolik or Qiqiqtarjuk as either of these

locations would have been more convenient for" sea mammal

hunting due to their pnoximity to the ftoe-edge during

the winter months.

Damas is not clear on this point, but does suggest that

the impact of the Eurocanadian on the traditional hunting

economy has not been aS str.Ong in Some areas aS others.

Damas views the added technological featunes as a means

of increasing the potentiat of the hunting subsistence

pattern, the major opportunities coming about only in

alteas wher.e the game lîesoullces are stitl- fairly abundant

(l-963: 32).

Mathiassen sets a somewhat more restricted boundary on the

southern limits of the Iglulingmiut. He states:

The natural boundary between the first two
gr.oups IAivilingmiut and fglutingmiut: my note]
ls the stretch of coast between C. Wilson and
C. Jerma,in, r^rhich is uninhabitable as open
water stretches righ-b into the country in winter,
whereas in suilrmer the coast is often bl-ockaded
by drift ice (1928: 2L).

parry (1824: 45I) and Mathiassen (1928: 31) have viewed

the settlement as the most important one ' acting as a

centraf linl< and principal rendezvous for the entire

IO,



Iglulik group.

1l-. The singular form, used in referring to individual members

of a miut group.
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